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LETI Embodied Carbon Targets



LETI Embodied Carbon Targets

2030 Targets without and with sequestration Net Zero targets without and with sequestration



Paradise CLT + Glulam Structure

A lean CLT and Glulam 
office building in London.

Structure only without 
sequestration:

~180 kgCO2e/m2

An efficient timber structure 
is still half the 2030 target!

If this is state of the art, 
where does that leave us?

Without retrofit can we 
make zero carbon?



But is retrofit always appropriate?
A case study: Croft Gardens, King’s College, Cambridge



The Brief

A new college community
24 fellows and families apartments

60 graduate rooms
Shared common room and library

Unified and distinct landscapes



The existing buildings
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Issues with the existing building

• Maintenance
• Poorly maintained in recent years
• Damp issues inside
• Poor quality brickwork

• Accessibility
• External doors have steps
• Number of levels internally
• Tight stairwells and corridors

• Space quality
• Low ceiling heights
• Fixed room widths
• No space for insulation
• Acoustic separation
• Quality/flexibility of spaces

• Risk
• Structural quality (it’s 90+ years 

old)
• Project timescales
• Future maintenance
• Longevity of improvements



Proposed 
Replacement

As low carbon as 
possible, for as long as 
possible:

Passivhaus
CLT structure
True 100 year design life
Retain building 5 and 
materials where possible



Proposed Development



Taking a whole life approach
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Work in progress



Carbon as part of the retrofit story

Building an accurate Whole Life Carbon model requires a detailed bill 
of materials.

But as designers we need to know the impact of our decisions quickly 
and BoMs are time consuming.

And for existing buildings, do we need very accurate figures for 
decision making?

Instead, we have a library of standard construction build-ups that we 
apply to an algorithmically described building.



FCBS CARBON to understand the “existing carbon”



Senate House, University of Bristol
A 1960-70s higher education 
building in Bristol, which we 
recently refurbished.

Using FCBS CARBON we estimate 
that the building has around the 
retained elements contain at 
least 300 kgCO2e/m2




